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40 Years of PHILFEJA and ASCOJA 

 

The Philippine Federation of Japan Alumni (PHILFEJA) was established in 1976.  That ASCOJA was 

established the following year in 1977 was hardly a coincidence.  In fact, PHILFEJA spearheaded the 
growing interest to organize a regional association of Japan alumni that was spurred in large measure by 

the initiative of Japan to organize the “Tsudoi” Program two years earlier in 1974. 

The Tsudoi 集い Program was organized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan in 1974 to 

provide opportunities for nationals of Southeast Asia who studied in Japan, particularly the 

wartime Nanpou Tokubetsu Ryugakusei 南方特別留学生 to participate in a grand reunion of Japan 

alumni.  By then, many Japan wartime alumni (also known as the Nantoku) had become 

prominent politicians, business leaders, professionals and highly respected citizens of their 
respective countries.   

ASEAN had been established 10 years earlier (in 1967) and regional aggrupations were being 
organized among the different sectors of society – government agencies, schools and universities, 
the academe, science & technology, business and industry groups, etc.  The establishment of 
ASCOJA rode on the wave of ASEANization of the time, but was unique then, and perhaps until 
today, as being the only regional association of Japan Alumni in the world.   

Narratives of the early Tsudoi events which I personally heard from Dai Senpai 大先輩 of the Filipino 

Ryugakusei community like Ambassador Jose S. Laurel III, Atty. Leocadio de Asis, Mr. Benjie Laurel, and 
even my own father, Ambassador Benjamin F. Sanvictores described the Tsudoi program as impactful – 

• They were sentimental reunions of former classmates from Indonesia, Malaya, Philippines, 
Thailand and Indochina who had not seen each other or hardly had any contact for decades 

• Some of the Nantoku Ryugakusei had not been to Japan since after the war, and by 1974-1977, 
they were astounded and amazed at how vastly different Japan had become compared to the 
war-ravaged Japan they left some 30 years earlier in 1945 

• The Nantoku Ryugakusei attributed to their Japanese education and exposure to the true, noble 
values and traditions of Japan their successes in their careers; and many of them had substantial 
dealings with Japan and close interactions with the Japanese 

• Southeast Asians should be encouraged to study, travel to, even work and live in Japan to help 
accelerate and intensify people-to-people interaction and exchange which will lead to peace, 
progress and prosperity 

Inspired by these, PHILFEJA dispatched a three-man mission composed of Leocadio “Edgie” de Asis, 
Benjamin “Benjo” Osias and Benjamin “Benjie” Laurel to Jakarta, Singapore, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur 
and Penang in 1977, to rally Japan alumni associations of the five ASEAN countries to organize what 

then became ASCOJA – the ASEAN Council of Japan Alumni.   

It is therefore natural that PHILFEJA’s history and the activities it initiated or participated in hewed 
closely to those of ASCOJA.  For instance, the organizational and inaugural meeting of ASCOJA was 
hosted by PHILFEJA in 1977.  Four years thereafter, PHILFEJA hosted the 4th ASCOJA Conference after 
Indonesia (1978) and Thailand (1979).  PHILFEJA would host three more conferences in 1991, 2001 and 
more recently in 2015.  PHILFEJA has been an active and major participant in all ASCOJA Conferences, 
the 23rd edition of which is today hosted by the Brunei Association of Japan Alumni (BAJA, 2017).  
Needless to say, PHILFEJA wholeheartedly supported the inclusion of Japan alumni associations from 
the rest of ASEAN (whose membership grew from the original five nations to 10) – Myanmar Association of 
Japan Alumni (MAJA) in 2001, the Japan Alumni of Vietnam (JAV) and the Japan Alumni of Cambodia 
(JAC) in 2007, the Japan Alumni Organization of Laos (JAOL) in 2011 and our hosts, BAJA, in 2012. 
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Inherent in the “DNA” of both ASCOJA and PHILFEJA (as with all other ASCOJA Chapter associations) is the 
determined espousal of the FUKUDA Doctrine.  First proclaimed in 1977 (on the same year that ASCOJA 

was established), the concept of “Heart-to-Heart” 心と心 relations reverberated across Southeast Asia and 

served as a guiding light for the newly organized ASCOJA.   

To paraphrase, the three main principles of the Fukuda Doctrine provide that –  

• PEACE AND PROSPERITY: Japan, committed to peace, would never become a military power; 

• HEART-TO-HEART RELATIONS: Japan shall build relationships with Southeast Asian countries in 

various fields based on mutual confidence and trust; and 

• EQUAL PARTNERSHIPS: Japan will be an equal partner of ASEAN and its member countries in the 

socioeconomic development of the region and their respective countries. 

Having played such a prominent role in organizing ASCOJA, PHILFEJA has been recognized as the 
principal Philippine counterpart organization for Japan alumni affairs of – 

o ASCOJA (ASEAN Council of Japan Alumni) 
o ASJA (Asia Japan Alumni) International  
o NIYE (National Institution of Youth Education) 
o TYCA (Toshiba Youth Camp Asia) 
o Embassy of Japan in the Philippines (through the Japan Information and Cultural Center) 
o Japan Foundation Manila 

PHILFEJA is an affiliate organization of the Philippines-Japan Society (established in 1971), which also 
includes: 

o The Philippines-Japan Economic Cooperation Committee, Inc./PHILJEC (1972) 
o The Philippines-Japan Friendship Foundation, Inc. (1974) 
o The Philippines-Japan Ladies Association, Inc. (1975) 
o The Philippine Institute of Japanese Language & Culture Foundation, Inc. (1992) 
o The Nihongo Center Foundation, Inc. (1997) 

www.philippinesjapansociety.com 

All are not-for-profit, non-stock, apolitical, civic organizations dedicated to the promotion of friendship, 
trust, mutuality and partnership between the Philippines and Japan, as well as with the rest of ASEAN 
and beyond. 

There are at present five (5) active member associations that comprise PHILFEJA, namely: 

o Philippine Association of Japanese Government Scholars (PHILAJAMES1) 
o JICA Alumni Association of the Philippines (JAAP) 
o Philippine Cultural & Technical Association of Returned Overseas Scholars (PHILCULTAROS2) 
o Association of Philippine Private Alumni of Japanese Universities (APPAJU) 

o Samahan ng mga Pilipinong Nag-Aral at Nanirahan sa Nippon (SAPILNIP) – or the Association 

of Filipinos who Studied and Lived in Japan 

Former associations that used to be part of PHILFEJA but have since ceased to exist were: 

o OMNI Ventures 3 – association of Filipino wartime students in Japan (Philippine Nantoku) 

o Philippines-Japan Fellows Association (PHILJAFA) – association of JICA scholars, that have since been 
merged into JAAP 

o Philippine Association of Japan Airline Scholars (PHILAJALS) 
o Philippines-Japan Youth Club (PJYC) 

                                                           
1 Formerly known as Philippine Association of Japan Ministry of Education Scholars 
2 Composed mainly of HIDA (formerly AOTS) scholars and trainees 
3 Now defunct; as are PHILAJALS and PJYC  
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NEXT 10 YEARS 

In commemoration of the 40th anniversary of ASCOJA and to honor its storied history and inspired 
legacy, PHILFEJA proposes that the next ten or more years be directed towards the cultivation of 
deeper, more intensive people-to-people exchanges not only between ASEAN and Japan, but more 
importantly among ASEAN nationals. 

Over the last four decades, ASCOJA has evolved into a fraternity of ASEAN former ryugakusei largely 
through regular conferences and meetings in Japan.   In all these, the fulcrum of discussions and 
dialogue tended to rotate around Japan and the ryugakusei experience.  Topics on academic, scientific, 
commercial technological and sociocultural engagements between ASEAN and Japan as well as 
respective countries and Japan proliferated.  These admittedly helped underpin the much-appreciated 
and highly successful Japan government scholarship program 国費奨学金, the countless multifaceted 

Japan-assisted research and development projects, multidimensional collaboration between Japanese 
governmental, private and civic organizations and counterparts in ASEAN.  Understandably, this 
tendency is a logical consequence of the leading role Japan plays in the region and the strong influence 
it has among former students, many of whom consider Japan as their second home-country. 

And all these programs should be continued and further strengthened. 

After 40 years, however, it seems that intra-ASEAN “Heart-To-Heart” relations among former ASEAN 
ryugakusei remains skin-deep.  Compared to ASEAN-Japan (ASCOJA-ASJA) and Japan relations with 
respective ASEAN countries, bilateral relations and multilateral relations among the ASCOJA member 
associations are largely neglected if not ignored.   

From the point of view of PHILFEJA, for instance, there is so much for Filipino ryugakusei to learn about 
our fellow ryugakusei from Indonesia, or Thailand, or Myanmar, Laos, etc.  We call ourselves ASCOJA 
brothers and sisters, yet we meet only once a year in Tokyo – during the ASJA meeting – or during 
ASCOJA conferences (now held yearly improving on the biennial schedule). 

Given the imperatives of the ASEAN Community, it may be an opportune time for ASCOJA to tap into 
the huge reservoir of goodwill, camaraderie and friendship that already exists among its many members 
in order to promote intra-ASEAN (intra-ASCOJA) understanding, appreciation, acceptance and respect in 
order to solidify unity amidst our natural diversity – all in the context of our shared values and common 
experience of being former students in Japan.   

To achieve these, PHILFEJA proposes five new avenues toward a proactive ASCOJA performing a 
meaningful role in strengthening ASEAN integration: 

• Initiation of people-to-people interaction and exchanges between and among ASCOJA members 

• Support Japan youth tours of ASEAN 

• Promotion of private ASCOJA tours of Japan 

• Establishment of a digital portal for ASCOJA activities 

• Promotion of intra-ASEAN cooperation in Nihongo training  

 

POSSIBLE ACTIVITIES 

Intra-ASCOJA Exchange 

1. Bilateral/Multilateral meetings to be organized by ASCOJA chapter association among locals and 
foreign residents from ASEAN – some examples: PHILFEJA can organize a meeting of Filipino students 

with Indonesians studying in the Philippines; OJSAT can to host a symposium on investment opportunities 
for Thai investors and Cambodian, Vietnamese; Laotian and Myanmar businessmen living in Bangkok … 

2. The meetings or events can have as many topics on various fields – business, student welfare, 
tourism, art, music etc.  – to be determined by the host-organizing ASCOJA chapter association.  
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3. The idea is to preclude or minimize travel and other expenses with activities involving ASEAN 
nationals (not necessarily Japan alumni/ryugakusei) already in a certain location designed to 
promote understanding, provide opportunities for networking, and cultivate friendships.  Of 
course, visitors traveling from the rest of ASEAN/ASCOJA to where the activities are to be held 
would be welcome. 

4. The event can even be social – such as cooking demonstrations, domestic tourism, cultural 
performances and the like. 

Japan Youth ASEAN Tours 

1. Young Japanese can also be encouraged to visit ASEAN 

2. Schools (for example) can be matched with counterparts throughout ASEAN through the 
ASCOJA chapter association 

3. If possible, the ASCOJA chapter association can make homestay arrangements and even escort 
the students 

4. Activities to promote friendship, cultural exchange and communication among the youth can be 
organized 

ASCOJA Tours of Japan 

1. ASCOJA chapters can organize tours of Japan (mainly those outside the main gateways of Tokyo, 
Osaka or Japan) – to be composed of/led by former students who want to visit their former 
schools and neighborhoods 

2. Japan has doubled its original target of tourist arrivals by 2020 from 20 million to 40 million.  
This means that Japan will continue to encourage visitors and will provide the necessary 
infrastructure, facilities and services to make tourism easier, more enjoyable and most 
memorable.  ASCOJA can help promote Japan travel among members’ families, friends, 
colleagues and related groups. 

ASCOJA Digital Portal 

1. All of the foregoing activities can be digitally recorded (photos, videos, documents, etc.) and posted 
in an online portal to be maintained by a volunteer chapter association – PHILFEJA can lead in 
the development and hosting of the portal.   

2. The portal can also be designed to accept advertising placements from advertisers who wish to 
communicate with the audiences, communities and constituencies of ASCOJA. 

3. ASCOJA Chapters will be given authority to post content on the portal.  Results of the portal’s 
reach and performance will be reported to all chapters. 

4. Advertising revenues will be accounted for and used to fund the cost of maintaining and 
developing the site.  In case revenues exceed costs, the accumulated income can help fund 
future ASCOJA projects and activities.   

Nihongo Training Promotion 

1. Teaching and promoting the learning of Nihongo among local constituents of ASCOJA chapter 
associations should be an ongoing and sustainably expanding activity of ASCOJA, even though 
not all chapter associations may be directly involved in Nihongo training. 

2. In February 2016, OJSAT and ASJA undertook an International Symposium on Japanese 
Language Study in ASEAN.  PHILFEJA hopes that such a symposium be held annually, either in 
cooperation with ASJA (under its quarterly symposia on various topics in association with 
ASCOJA) or with other agencies such as Japan Foundation in the various ASCOJA countries.   
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3. In the case of PHILFEJA which is associated with the PIJLC and NCF, it has encouraged their 
teachers to attend ASCOJA events.  Already, NCF has visited the Universiti Sains Malaysia in 
Penang to explore opportunities for collaboration in Nihongo training. There should be more 
meetings like this among the teachers of Nihongo from the different ASEAN countries, not only 
to exchange ideas and techniques, but also to concretely collaborate on specific fields of mutual 
concern and benefit. 

4. While English and foreign language studies continue to intensify in Japan for Japanese students, 
ASCOJA can play a counterpart role in promoting Nihongo studies in the home countries of its 
member associations.   

 

… In the next 10 years or so, PHILFEJA envisions an ASCOJA that serves as an 
active forum for interpersonal dialogue, communication and learning for the 
Heart-to-Heart benefit of the peoples of ASEAN and Japan.   
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